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The Totem Collection is a collaboration between architect Marta 
Figueiredo, founder of Figgoscope Curates and a group of artisans and 
artists in Portugal and Australia. Each product connects Portugal’s traditions 
of high-quality craftsmanship, materiality and Australia’s innovative design 
and manufacturing scene.

Figgoscope Curates Totem Collection was conceived in response to 
the challenge of presenting burel fabric’s vibrant colours and unique 
3-dimensional patterns at Denfair as evoticave tactile forms.

Whilst designing this presentation Marta visited Vista Alegre’s ceramics 
factory in Portugal and was inspired by the award-winning TRIADIC 
collection JOKER vase and its long stripy neck in black and white. The 
creation of this ceramic collection was inspired by the Bauhaus Triadisches 
Ballett. 

Figgoscope Curates  new Totem Collection of furniture, lighting and 
art objects embraces Marta’s admiration for the Bauhaus masters. The 
whimsical trio of fabric poles with tactile textures takes inspiration from 
Oskar Schlemmer, while the poetic Moon Coral and the Eclipse coffee-
table are influenced by László Moholy-Nagy’s shifting geometries, depth 
perception and the superimposition of light and form.

The totem collection’s Candy stool is the baby of the family, it’s curly frills 
have the appeal and innocence echoing the imaginary and whimsical 
characteristics that derive from the Bauhaus’ early years.

The Totem Collection is a vibrant homage to the Bauhaus’ golden principle 
of form follows function combined with a whimsical playfulness! 

THE TOTEM COLLECTION
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Designed in Melbourne by architect Marta Figueiredo, the two-
tiered Eclipse coffee table ottoman plays with height, texture and 
functionality – creating a striking visual piece.

The elevated circular stone top floats above the upholstered base, 
utilising the cavity as concealed storage. The moon-like surface of the 
Galaxy Dolomite stone sits motionless, while the upholstered vertical 
fabric pleats of the base orbit the table with a steady rhythm.

The circular shape of the stone is a fixed form while the upholstered 
base design was developed to be stretched or shrunk in size, alluding 
to eclipsing forms.

The Eclipse base is made of structured, water-repellent woven wool 
from the Portuguese mountains offering 65 colours. The tactile vertical 
stitch is hand sewn by the seamstresses at the Burel artisanal factory.

The Galaxy Dolomite stone, rich in quartz adds hardness to allow the 
top to be thin at 15mm.

Working with our local upholsterer and stonemason we have achieved 
an elegant blend of beauty and function. The Eclipse is a dynamic and 
sophisticated coffee table suitable for any sized space commercial or 
residential, with the option of 600mm or 800mm diameter stone top 
and customisable base.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OPTION 1 SMALL TABLE TOP: 600 diameter (Ø) x 15mm ( stone thickness) - 440mm elevated
UPHOLSTERED BASE:  600(W) x 300 (H) x 1000 (Lenght is customisable)

OPTION 2 LARGE TABLE TOP: 800 diameter (Ø) x 15mm ( stone thickness) - 440mm elevated
UPHOLSTERED BASE:  800(W) x 300 (H) x 1300 (Lenght is customisable)

Materials TABLE TOP: Galaxy Dolomite Stone 
TIMBER STAND: Stained Vic hash or natural Oak (customisable finish) 
UPHOLSTERED BASE: Burel Fabric - 100% woven felt wool.
Available in 66 fabric colours.
Features: 3-D Patterns - “Pregas” 

COFFEE TABLE - OTTOMAN
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This ottoman is an eye candy object! Feminine, glamorous and 
absolutely fabulous with simple shapes and frills, the “Candy-Stool” 
remind us of a bonbon.

The “Candy” is part of the totem family created to showcase the 
colourfulness and opulent 3D-stitches of the burel fabric at DENFAIR.

The ottoman’s design was based on the curly-frills of the “Cortes” stitch 
and the way this pattern moulds to round shapes. Each loop of the 
fabric is a labour of love individually hand cut at the burel factory in 
the Portuguese Mountains.

The outstanding quality of the woven felt makes burel fabric perfect 
for commercial use.

Together with our local upholsterer, we mastered the challenging 
curved join details, achieving lasting beauty and quality.

With a nostalgic nod to 50’s Hollywood glamour film stars, the Candy 
stool evokes emotion and invites one to run a hand over the tactile 
curls.

The Candy ottoman both heightens and lightens the experience of 
any space – be it a hotel lobby or a home. With its vibrant tricolour 
combination, Candy is vivacious, fun and an original art piece that is a 
must for any collection!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: 450 diameter (Ø) x 480(H)

Materials Burel fabric - 100% woven felt wool in melange Blue Ebony; Light Grey and
Rose Quartz.
Available in 65 colours combination from the burel range.
Features: 3-D patterns - “Cortes”  

OTTOMAN - STOOL
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Coral-Moon is an extraordinary composition in textile, stone and brass 
in homage to the tragic bleaching of the Great Barrier Reef’s coral.

The piece was broken in two shifting half moon forms which allude to 
the tides and the fragile balance of the coral reef ecosystem.

The wavy and frothy textures of the green marble reference the 
ocean, while the delicate tapestry mimics the organic shapes and 
textures of the dying underwater flora and fauna, such as fringing 
reefs and barnacles.

I approached Vanessa to produce a piece that was a reflection on 
the heartbreaking situation of Australia’s reef sanctuary. Vanessa 
wanted to explore combining new materials and the opportunity 
emerged.

Marble and aged brass were assembled to emphasize the moonlight 
reflections on the sea at night.

The artist’s tapestry was made using various hand-crafted, fiber 
art techniques, including latch hooking, crochet, weaving, knitting, 
basketry and felt. The brass frame for Vanessa’s tapestry was forged 
by metal artisans in Porto. The marble “Verde” was the final step of the 
assemblage.

Coral-Moon is a heartfelt poem from the other side of the world 
reminding us of this fading beauty...

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: 620(W) x 940 (L) x 25 (D)

Materials Various Wool Fiber & Crochet
Aged Brass  frame
Marble “Verde”

Designer: Vanessa Barragão & Marta Figueiredo

TAPESTRY ART
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Terramar is all about elegance, relaxation and comfort. One could 
describe it as a silky black forest frame that lets you sink in to a tactile 
woollen extravaganza! Terramar marries the simplicity of modernist 
lines with a deep and low timber frame, with the opulent three-
dimensional fabric of the extra large recliner cushion filled with duck 
feathers resting on reinforced leather straps for long durability.

 Designed by architect Marta Figueiredo and made in Melbourne by 
exquisite professionals in timber and upholstery. Terramar assembles 
high quality materials: leather, timber and 100% sturdy woven wool.

“Terra” for “earth”, describes the firm rusty colour of the sitting base, 
while “Mar”, meaning “Sea”, alludes to the wavy blue pattern of the 
cushion and the delicate curvy timber joint connecting the arms - 
inspired by a paddle. Colours and finishes can be customised to suit 
your space!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: 800 (H) x 850(D) x 750(W)

Materials FRAME: 
Black stained vic ash with leather straps

BASE AND CUSHION: 
Burel fabric - 100% woven felt wool in melange Blue Ebony; Light Grey and Rust.
Features: 3-D patterns - “Fragas” 
Duck feather infill cushion

Designer: Marta Figueiredo

ARMCHAIR
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With a modern twist on secret patterns dating back to 1950’s, Burel 
throws make sophisticated additions to everyday life by naturally 
exuding the authenticity of the village weavers of Portugal’s Serra de 
Estrela. The weavers’ ancient know-how blends with the vibrant range 
of colours to create a soft, warm blanket of woven Bordaleira sheep’s 
wool. 

The unique weaving process native to Portugal’s north gives these 
throws a double-sided effect, adding versatility with two different 
design options in one.

The strength and resistance of the woollen fibers deliver a machine 
washable artisanal fabric. Various colourful and dynamic weaves 
inspire unique combinations, creating original throws that suit any 
mood or intent.

Designer: Burel Mountains Originals

CUSHIONS 
  

burel 
textiles

THROWS

For 2018, the Burel Mountains come up with deep, rich and moody 
shades for their 100% wool woven felt fabric range. In a blend of 
colours, they’re playful surface, creates a great variety of vibrant 
undertones which inspired Figgoscope’s new cushions collection.

Available in 18 three-dimensional patterns the Burel cushions uplift 
interiors by smoothly blending style and practicality. Their tactile 
surface becomes alive when the Burel fabric is structured, folded 
or pinched into dynamic patterns. Each pattern is customisable in 
66 colours with optional contrasting stitching to suit any project. 
Seasoned seamstresses hand-stitch the pattern’s pleats and folds 
from their studio high in the Portuguese mountains, creating a striking 
spectacle of light and shadow.

THROWS         Dimensions: Available in 2 sizes:
Small: 1800 x 1300mm
Large: 2400 x 1800mm

TRHOWS          Materials: 100% natural wool fabric - blend of Bordaleira and Merino.
Available in 20 patterns and in various colours - please request collection catalogue. 
Colours and patterns subject to availability.
Lead time 4 - 5 weeks. Made in Portugal.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CUSHIONS      Dimensions: 300 x 400mm; 450 x 450mm (most popular size); 500 x 500mm; 
600 x 600mm and 1200 x 1200mm (bean bag size)

CUSHIONS      Materials Hand stitched cushions in Burel 100% natural wool fabric.
Cushions fabric colour can be chosen from the Burel fabric range -
65 colours available including solid and melanges.
Please refer to Burel Fabrics Catalogue for the colour range.
Stitch detail colour can be customised on request.
Please note that insert is not included.
Lead time 4 - 5 weeks. Made in Portugal.
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La Bête Sconce was inspired by Jean Cocteau’s “La Belle et la Bête” 
1946 film. 

The light and airiness of the bulb coupled with the solid plaster hand 
create a fine balance between minimalist and classic, a sculptured 
form and the functional object.

This original sconce has resulted from a Figgoscope Curates and Iva 
Viana Sculpture Atelier design collaboration.

The plaster hands that form the base are crafted by Iva Viana’s atelier 
in Portugal and the light components are assembled in Melbourne.

For the bedside, options include black or white cords and matching 
switch buttons, or La Bête Sconce can be custom ordered as an 
installed hard-wired option. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions:  280(H) x 130 (W) x 240 (Length from wall)

Materials Plaster Sculpture
3W LED Golden Smoke bulb

Available options: with classic cord fabric cord or cordless. 

Designer: Iva Viana & Marta Figueiredo

SCONCE
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fOLKIFUNKI
JAIME HAYON

DECORATIVE PORCELAIN
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FolkiFunki is a new collection for Vista Alegre, the renowned porcelain 
company founded in 1824 in Portugal. Hayon explores the boundaries 
between Portuguese folk culture and his own imaginative world, to 
create a number of unique pieces of art with character.

The inspiration of the details that constitute each piece comes from his 
vision of what Portugal is: Iconic elements like the rooster, the fishes, 
the animals, as well as the countryside and the details of the tiles, all 
translated from Hayon point of view; full of fantasy, where imagination 
has no limits.

The shapes of the decorative pieces are folkloric, surreal, rural 
and with a dash of humour. Art and craftsmanship in producing the 
porcelain and applying decorations - watercolour, gold lines and 
details – make this a very special set.

The interaction with each piece is unique, different and exciting!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Materials Hand painted porcelain.  Details in 24 Carat gold 
Made in Vista Alegre - Portugal

VASE GRIMACE WITH LID 424 mm (H) x 270 mm (W) x 300 mm (L)

CANDELABRA FUNTASMA 310 mm (H) x 168 mm (W) x 194 mm (L)

BRAND: VISTA ALEGRE 

BY JAIME HAYON

fOLKIFUNKI
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A play of colours, shapes and volumes.

Triadic is inspired by the Triadic Ballet of Oskar Schlemmer, painter,

sculptor, designer and choreographer linked to the Bauhaus.

Four vases and a centrepiece create a play of shapes, colours and

volumes, evoking human figures in a fun and sophisticated puppet 
theatre.

Collection nominated for the German Design Awards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS Hand painted porcelain.
Made in Vista Alegre - Portugal

VASE BALLERINA 230 mm (H) x 227 mm (L)

VASE JOKER 325 mm (H) x 233 mm (L)

BRAND: VISTA ALEGRE

BY ALDA TOMAS

triadic
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MARTA FIGUEIREDO

CREATIVE DIRECTOR AND FOUNDER

marta@figgoscope.com

GETTING IN TOUCH

INSTAGRAM:@FIGGOSCOPE
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